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SUMMARY

Highly motivated Calibration Technician with proven ability to safely verify and inspect FAA NTEP 
equipment across the United States. Respected leader, able to manage and prioritize personnel 
and equipment in highly visible situations to complete tasks on time. Analytical thinker with a 
diverse background in general construction, electronic calibrations, operations, distribution, 
logistics, and supply chain management. Willingness to travel.

SKILLS

Six Sigma, Six Sigma, Test Engineering, Instrumentation, Human Resources.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Flight Engineer
ABC Corporation  June 2007 – June 2015 
 Managed and trained 15 technicians in 11 corrosion inspections; repairing damaged areas and

contributed to the organization winning air force global strike commands outstanding unit 
award.

 Managed the sections aircraft structural integrity program with 100% reporting rate and 
ranked #1 of 4 c-130h organizations in air mobility command.

 Coordinated 8 flight engineers upgrade training and ground training events which resulted in 
on-time completion.

 Established and updated the process for scheduling personnel which involved removing 
outdated paper system and implementing electronic database that was designed from our 
scheduling program where it effectively reduced errors by 30%.

 Inspected and managed $32m c-130h aircraft for training and operational requirements; 
oversaw scheduling of 13 personnel in flight engineer section for training requirements and 
flights.

 Spearheaded the organizations aircraft structural integrity program for their 10 aircrafts which
tracks aircraft configuration and hours for sustainability.

 Administered the repair of a crack on the wing which led to the aircraft being returned to fully 
mission capable 8 hours ahead of schedule.

Flight Engineer
Delta Corporation  2005 – 2007 
 Perform functions of Flight Engineer on KC-130 F aircraft.
 Soto Airbase, Honduras Performed in-flight duties to ensure the successful completion of 

combat, reconnaissance, transport, and search and rescue .
 Conducted pre-flight, in-flight, and post-flight inspections of onboard equipment; operating 

and maintaining Aircraft weapons and defensive systems .
 Managed the Avionics/Battery Shop.
 Deep-cycled Nickel-Cadmium aircraft batteries, installed a two-patient stretcher emergency 

room in an Airlift Northwest Lear 35A jet.
 Provided instruction on monitoring and troubleshooting multiple system failures in a high 

intensity environment.
 Determined engine fuel consumption using airspeed, atmospheric data, charts, computer, or 

electronic calculator.
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EDUCATION

BS in General Science - 2013(Columbia College)
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